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Food Cravings and Thermoregulation Survey			      July, 2001


Survey on Childhood-Onset Bipolar Disorder
Body Temperature and Appetite Regulation

Using the scale below, select the number that best describes how often your child experiences these phenomena or behaviors.

Keep the following points in mind:

Frequency:  You may have noticed a behavior as far back as age one, or your child may have experienced it more recently.  In either case, estimate how frequently the behavior has occurred since you first noticed it.

For example:  If you first noticed a behavior when your child was 2 years and have witnessed it repeatedly since then, mark your answer “often” or “very often-almost constantly”.  However, if you have observed a behavior during only one isolated period in their life, but not outside that period, mark your answer “never-hardly ever” or “sometimes”.

Duration:  Many questions require that a behavior occurs for an approximate duration of time (e.g., “several days or more”).  The duration given is a minimum duration.  If your child usually experiences a behavior for shorter durations, mark the question “never-hardly ever” or “sometimes”.

Changeability:  What matters is not whether your child can get rid of certain behaviors if he/she has them, but whether they have occurred at all.  So even if they can get rid of these behaviors, you should mark your answer according to how frequently you have noticed them occurring.

Your job, then, is to rate how frequently your child has experienced these phenomena or behaviors, since you first observed them.  Please read each question carefully, writing your answers on the answer sheet (the last page of this document), then fax just the answer sheet to Demitri F. Papolos, M.D.: fax (203) 222-2248.



Food Cravings Questionnaire
	

1. Have there been periods in your child’s life when he/she would binge on carbohydrates or sweets?

1
2
3
4
never/hardly ever
sometimes
often
very often/almost constantly

	Answer:________.


2. Have there been periods in your child’s life when he/she would binge on foods with high protein content?

1
2
3
4
never/hardly ever
sometimes
often
very often/almost constantly

Answer:________.


3. Have there been periods in your child’s life when he/she would binge on fatty-foods? 

1
2
3
4
never/hardly ever
sometimes
often
very often/almost constantly

	Answer:________.


4. Have there been periods in your child’s life when he/she would binge on salty foods?

1
2
3
4
never/hardly ever
sometimes
often
very often/almost constantly

 Answer:________.


5. Have there been periods in your child’s life when he/she would hoard food?

1
2
3
4
never/hardly ever
sometimes
often
very often/almost constantly

 Answer:________.
6. When you child exhibits food cravings, what types of food does your child crave most?

	 (For example, chips, cereals, candy, soda, meats, cheese, etc.)

    Answer:_____________________________________________________________________.


7. If the pattern of carbohydrate/sweets cravings (the answer to Question 1) has occurred often or very often/almost constantly, has there been a period(s) during the day when the cravings have been more pronounced?  

Yes_____	No_____	Don’t Know_____

During what period(s) of the day? (choose all that apply)

morning  /  midday  /  afternoon  /  evening  /  late night

Answer______________________________.


8. Have these cravings occurred on a seasonal basis?  

Yes_____	No_____	Don’t Know_____

During which season(s) are they most pronounced?

summer    /    fall    /    winter    /    spring

	Answer_________________.


9. Have you observed in your child fluctuations in weight gain or weight loss?  

Yes_____	No_____	Don’t Know_____

Have these been fluctuations been more pronounced during certain seasons?

Yes_____	No_____	Don’t Know_____

During which season(s)? (choose all that apply)

summer    /    fall    /    winter    /    spring

Answer_________________________.




10. During such a seasonal variation, what is the maximum amount of weight your child has                                                               
      gained over a 2 month period?

1 – 2 lbs   /   3 – 5 lbs   /   5 – 10 lbs   /   >10 lbs

Answer:____________.


11. During such a seasonal variation, what is the maximum amount of weight your child has lost 
       over a 2 month period?

1 – 2 lbs   /   3 – 5 lbs   /   5 – 10 lbs   /   >10 lbs

Answer:____________.









Thermoregulation Questionnaire



	  Have there been periods in your child’s life when he/she would complain about feeling too  

       hot despite the fact that the ambient temperature was cool, neutral, or only warm?

1
2
3
4
never/hardly ever
sometimes
often
very often/almost constantly

	Answer:________.


	  Have there been periods in your child’s life when he/she would strip down to light clothes, or

       not wear outer-garments during periods when the ambient temperature was very cold?

1
2
3
4
never/hardly ever
sometimes
often
very often/almost constantly

Answer:________.




	   Have there been periods in your child’s life when he/she would feel extremely warm to the     

	    touch or be sweating during sleep?

1
2
3
4
never/hardly ever
sometimes
often
very often/almost constantly

	Answer:________.


	   How often have you or anyone commented about your child, that he/she always seems to              

        be hot like a furnace?

1
2
3
4
never/hardly ever
sometimes
often
very often/almost constantly

      Answer:________.


16.  How often does your child sweat profusely during exercise or other physical activities?

1
2
3
4
never/hardly ever
sometimes
often
very often/almost constantly

     Answer_________.


     17.  How often have you witnessed your child develop facial flushing in the heat or after   
	  exercise?

1
2
3
4
never/hardly ever
sometimes
often
very often/almost constantly

           Answer_________.


       18.  How often have you witnessed the tips of his/her ears become beet red?

1
2
3
4
never/hardly ever
sometimes
often
very often/almost constantly

Answer_________.


Instructions:  Please transfer your answers from the questions above to this answer sheet.  Fax or mail this answer sheet to:  

Demitri F. Papolos, M.D. 
7 Whitney Extension, Westport, CT 06880
fax (203) 222-2248
Answer Sheet
				         
					to the Food Cravings & Thermoregulation Survey



Name of person filling out form (optional)____________________________.
Email address (optional)______________________________.

Gender_____Age (Yrs.)______(Mos.) ______Date of Birth___/___/_____
Checked off by:  Mother_____  Father_____  Other_______________.  


	Answer_________.

Answer_________.
	Answer_________.

Answer_________.
	Answer_________.

Answer_____________________________________________________________.
	Yes_____	No_____	Don’t Know_____

      Answer______________________________.
	Yes_____	No_____	Don’t Know_____

      Answer______________________________.
9.   Yes_____	No_____	Don’t Know_____
      Yes_____	No_____	Don’t Know_____
      Answer______________________________.
	 Answer____________.

 Answer____________.


	 Answer________.

 Answer________.
 Answer________.
 Answer________.
 Answer________.
 Answer________.
 Answer________.

